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Nanotrap® Particles for Biomarker Discovery via Mass 
Spectrometry: A case study on novel antimicrobial peptide 
discovery
Introduction 
Conventional proteomic biomarker discovery 
methods typically involve fractionation 
processes such as high-performance liquid 
chromatography (HPLC) and proteolytic 
digestion of the intact peptides. In addition to 
relying on these labor and time intensive 
processes, conventional proteomic biomarker 
discovery is often challenged by the low 
abundance of the analytes of interest. 

The Nanotrap® particle technology addresses 
these problems and creates a straightforward 
and effective approach to biomarker discovery 
(Figure 1). This whitepaper provides a brief 
description of the Nanotrap® particle 
technology platform and presents an 
experimental protocol and results for 
enrichment of low abundance cationic peptides 
prior to mass spectrometry analysis. 

  

Ordering Information 
Nanotrap® Catalog Number: 

• 33230 (Azure Protein Particles*) 
• 33220 (Blue Protein Particles) 
• 33210 (White Protein Particles) 
• 33200 (Discovery Kit, includes all 3) 
www.ceresnano.com/proteincapture 

* “Azure” is new name for Purple particles 

Scientific Support 
Additional protocol details, variations for use, 
and technical and customer support are 
available upon request. 

Contact Ceres Nanosciences 
 
Phone  800-615-0418 
Email info@ceresnano.com 
Web www.ceresnano.com 

Figure 1: The Nanotrap® particle technology offers a straightforward workflow to maximize the efficiency of peptide capture. 1) 
Nanotrap® particles are incubated in a sample, show here as plasma. 2) Captured peptides are retained in the Nanotrap® particles 
and particles are separated from the rest of the sample. 3) Elution buffer is added to Nanotrap® particles, which releases the 
captured peptides from the particles. Nanotrap® particles are separated from eluted peptides and eluted peptides are analyzed by 
mass spectrometry. 

http://www.ceresnano.com/proteincapture
mailto:info@ceresnano.com
http://www.ceresnano.com/
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Background 

Nanotrap® particles are engineered hydrogel 
particles that can concentrate low abundance 
peptides and biomarkers for detection via mass 
spectrometry.1–4 In a sample agnostic process, 
the versatile Nanotrap® particle technology can 
be applied to a variety of sample types, including 
blood, plasma, sweat, saliva, cerebrospinal fluid, 
and urine. 

Through the use of a three-step synthesis 
process, Ceres has produced a wide variety of 
Nanotrap® particles (Figure 2) with a range of 
capture capabilities for various biomarker 
targets. These three steps are (1) core 
precipitation polymerization, (2) affinity dye 
coupling, and (3) shell addition. Additionally, 
Nanotrap® particles can be functionalized with a 
magnetic core, enabling applications in 
automated, high-throughput environments.   

Nanotrap® particles for mass spectrometry 
include Blue particles, Azure particles (formerly 
“Purple”), and White particles. The Blue 
particles incorporate Cibacron Blue affinity dye, 
while the Azure particles incorporate the 
Reactive Blue 4 affinity dye. The White particles 

do not contain affinity dyes and are polymerized 
with negatively charged monomers that serve as 
affinity baits. 

Study 
For this study, Nanotrap® particles were 
evaluated for their ability to capture novel 
cationic antimicrobial peptides from alligator 
plasma. Capture and peptide harvesting was 
performed as previously published.3,5 Briefly, 
commercial alligator plasma (100 μL) was mixed 
with tracking peptides SMAP-29 and Indolicidin 
(60 pmol each). The plasma and spike mixture 
was added to replicate sets of 2.5 – 10.0 mg 
Nanotrap® particles (Blue, Purple, and White 
particles) and diluted to 1.7 mL with 10 mM Tris-
Cl, pH 7.4. The mixture was incubated at room 
temperature for 16 hours with gentle mixing. 
The particles were centrifuged and washed with 
500 μL Tris-Cl twice to remove excluded 
peptides.  

After washing, peptides were eluted from the 
Nanotrap® particles. Two hundred microliters of 
the elution solution, 1:1 TFE:H2O 0.1% TFA, was 
mixed with particles for 1 hour, followed by 
centrifugation of the Nanotrap® particles which 
separated eluted peptides from the particles. 
Elution was completed by three more additions 
of the elution solution with incubations at 20 
min each. The eluted peptides from all four 
elution steps were pooled and lyophilized. The 
dried peptides were resuspended and desalted 
using a ZipTip® Pipette Tip before analysis on the 
mass spectrometer. Alternatively, the peptides 
can be resuspended and digested with trypsin 

Figure 2: Different affinity baits capture different peptide 
targets.  
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prior to desalting with a ZipTip® Pipette Tip and 
analysis via mass spectrometry. 

Results 
Each capture set was performed in triplicate to 
adequately assess capture performance. Three 
different amounts of Nanotrap® particles were 
utilized in these capture experiments, in order to 
evaluate the effect that particle concentration 
has on capture efficiency. Results are shown in 
Figure 3. At 2.5 and 5.0 mg of Nanotrap® 
particles, the Blue particles outperformed the 
Purple and White formulations in terms of total 
number of unique peptide sequences captured. 
In all cases, the Purple and White particles 
performed comparably to each other in this 
study.  

For the purposes of this experiment, peptides 
with charge states in the +2 to +5 range were 
targeted, as they best represent cationic 
antimicrobial peptides. As shown in Figure 4, all 
three particle types generate distinct bell 
curves, each centered at a different net charge.   

The Purple particles captured peptides with a 
charge state centered at +1, the Blue particles 
captured peptides with a charge state centered 
at 0, and the White particles captured peptides 
with a charge state centered at +2. While all 
three of the Nanotrap® particle types exhibited 
capture at the upper charge states, the White 
particles outperformed both the Purple and Blue 
particles for specific targeting of the +2 to +5 
charge states.  

Conclusion 
These data highlight the capture capabilities of 
the Blue, White and Azure Nanotrap® particles, 
illustrating their use for downstream mass 
spectrometry analysis of intact peptides and 
peptide fragments for the detection of existing 
and novel biomarkers.  
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Figure 3: Charge state distribution of peptides captured using 
5 mg of each of three types of Nanotrap® particles. Error bars 
represent 1 standard deviation (n=3). 
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